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Abstract

Provenance information is inherently affected by the method of its capture. Different capture mechanisms create very different provenance graphs. In this work, we describe an academic use case that has corollaries in offices everywhere. We also describe two distinct possibilities for provenance capture methods within this domain. We generate three datasets using these two capture methods: the capture methods run individually and a trace of what an omniscient capture agent would see. We describe how the different capture methods lead to such very different graphs and release the graphs for others to use via the ProvBench effort.

1. Introduction

There have been previous efforts at creating provenance flows for testing. The First Provenance Challenge [1, 17] created a common workflow that each team ran to create provenance in their system’s model. The Second and Third Challenges aimed at interoperability and querying provenance from other systems’ provenance records. These efforts produced real provenance graphs that, especially in later challenges, focused on interoperability, could be exchanged and run across many systems. Additionally, the ProvBench effort [7, 8, 13] aims to collect provenance traces that can be distributed in a common model, PROV [16], for ease in testing different scenarios and styles of graphs. Finally, [3] describe a utility to create synthetic provenance graphs with specific and varying graph properties for scalability testing.

For both the Provenance Challenge and previous ProvBench efforts, the traces available for consumption are the output of only one style of capture: workflow execution traces. In other words, the traces themselves are the complete provenance graph as seen by a very particular type of capture agent. We notice that properties of the graph (bushiness vs. sparseness, number/density of agents and hand-offs involved, overall time span), type of information (attributes within a provenance node), and what nodes and edges are present vary greatly. Consider the difference between what is capturable in a workflow system like Vistrails [20], Taverna [21] or Kepler [6], and an OS-observing system like PASS [18]. In less granular workflow systems, the data files, scripts run, etc. are capturable as long as they are executed within the workflow system. In more granular OS-observing systems, the actual reads, writes, file opens, etc., whether directly related to the current execution or other system maintenance are captured. The provenance graphs, while possibly of the same set of tasks, are remarkably different.

All other graph and data properties aside, the level of granularity of capture profoundly impacts the size and shape of the result. Yet, due to limitations in what these systems can see, equivalence often cannot be achieved by simply “rolling up” very granular information to less granular information. OS-level capture knows that a socket was opened and that data was sent to a foreign host but does not know that port 3306 on that foreign host has a database service behind it or that the data sent was an SQL query. Less granular workflow collection methods would know that a database was involved but often wouldn’t be able to observe such minute details such as port numbers.

These problems will be exacerbated as we try to capture provenance in more places. Efforts such as [4, 11, 14] have described mechanisms for provenance enabling many different types of applications. In general, what is required is a capture agent to be created that observes and monitors a given application. However, the information available to the capture agent varies on the application and how the agent is written. Thus affecting what is actually produced and stored in the provenance graph.

In addition to the actual provenance traces, the ProvBench effort is attempting to have provenance trace contributors annotate the graphs so that they can be more useful to other researchers. ProvBench aims to distribute annotated provenance flows so that both the provenance and the actual actions from the workflow are understood within the dataset. This work attempts to add to the ProvBench effort, by providing a Use Case and datasets that are different views of the same set of scenarios, as seen via different capture agents. This trio of datasets is unique in that it is the same trace, stored by the same system, but under very different capture mechanisms.
2. Use Case

We have chosen a simple but common use case that allows for some variation within instances of execution; with workflows that include human actors, this will be the norm. The following explains the scenario. On behalf of the Vice Provost for Graduate Education, the Dean of Libraries at the Georgia Institute of Technology asks the Faculty Engagement Department to investigate the services offered by the Graduate Schools at Georgia Tech’s peer institutions. Figure 1 shows a reduced example of what actually happened during the process. The five members of the department split the 20 peer institutions among themselves and scour the web pages of the universities and institutes\(^1\). Notes are made and links pasted in a variety of formats. Files are saved on a shared drive. When everyone is done, Bob aggregates all of the information into one document and writes a summary of what was discovered. This document is shared with the team to review and make changes. The final document is then made available to the Dean via internal SharePoint to send to her fellow Vice Provost. Note that the sample may also include things like Bob’s email from his mother; as provenance is a record of what happened. In some cases it may include “chaff” of marginal relevance to the workflow.

3. Capture Methods

There are several capture methods that are available for use [4]:

- Manual capture.
- Scraping of logs or wrappers for legacy systems.
- Embedded within the application. The workflow systems [6, 20, 21] provenance capture creates graphs with detailed knowledge of all processes used within the scope of the application. The application-based provenance capture systems e.g. [11, 19], can only see provenance within a specific application.
- Coordination points [4]. A system like PASS [18] can see everything within the coordination point but the level of detail may not be applicable to the actual usage of provenance.

Of these, we chose to implement two: application modification on SharePoint and Firefox, and a coordination point. Using these two different capture points gives very different provenance graphs. It highlights the difference between capture mechanisms and the ability to query those provenance graphs for a particular use. The PLUS system is a provenance management system that provides a basic API for capture agents to publish provenance information. It then provides storage, administration and queries over the provenance for end users. The capture methods described below merely use the PLUS reporting API to store the appropriate information.

3.1. Application-Based

Every application that is used must be provenance enabled, as well as every touch point between applications in order to obtain a complete provenance graph via the application-based method. 100% completeness is impractical in most non-trivial cases. In this case, we have provenance enabled Firefox and SharePoint (which can help track the changes in Word as well). Notice in Figure 1 that since Outlook is not provenance enabled that the information coming through emails will therefore not be a part of the provenance graph in the application-based capture scenario.

3.2. Coordination Point

A coordination point is merely an application through which a large volume of activities, applications, or data

\(^1\) http://www.irp.gatech.edu/peer-institutions/
communicate. Enterprise Service Buses [4], HTTP proxies, and OSs [18] are examples. We have enabled an additional coordination point, the high-level user desktop. The tool, SpectorSoft\textsuperscript{2}, was originally created to monitor user activity on a machine, e.g. to watch children’s usage or analyze employee activity. We have modified it to report provenance to our PLUS system. Unfortunately, while the coordination tool can see all of the applications and data files used on the system, creating linkages between them is particularly difficult. Because it does not have hooks deep inside the application, it is much more difficult to establish that data from one application was copied and moved to another with this one single capture approach.

4. Datasets

We have produced these datasets within the PLUS system [9], a provenance manager developed at The MITRE Corporation to address the previously unmet requirements shared by most of our U.S. government customers. There are three datasets, each containing 100 provenance traces. The three datasets are: “Complete”, “App-Based” and “Coordination”. The 100 graphs of each are related across datasets. That is, the first graph in “Complete” is the same scenario in “App-Based” and “Coordination”. The only difference is the information present in the provenance trace as determined by the available capture agents. Figure 2 shows the graphs from the App-Based and Coordination datasets that relate to the one depicted in Figure 1.

Notice that the same events occur in the Complete, App-Based and Coordination dataset traces. However, because of the difference in capture methods, some nodes are absent (Outlook and emails in Figure 2(a)) as are some edges (between unrelated apps in Figure 2(b)). We attempt to provide the annotations that ProvBench seeks; instead of annotating the use case and scenario information, we provide the complete scenario as a provenance trace and then the related traces based on what is capturable given each method. The datasets are available in PROV-XML and will be released with ProvBench 2014.

The datasets have the following types of variation: number of websites used, number of websites reused, number of emails viewed, types of email viewed (work vs personal), number of revision cycles to produce the final product. This leads to very diverse graphs in terms of density and length.

Query Workload: The intention behind these datasets is to highlight the disparities in provenance when captured across different agents, as such while there are any number of queries that could be performed, we have chosen a query workload that highlights these disparities. Each of the queries should be run three times, once for each dataset (Complete, App-Based and Coordination):

1. Return all websites/emails/revisions used in creation of a final product.
2. Return average number of nodes/edges in a provenance graph.
3. Return the average provenance graph length.
4. Return the number of emails from Aunt Reba received during a work period.

5. Related Work

All provenance systems to this point have been applied to “closed world” systems and therefore are less useful for integration systems. A closed world system contains at least one of the following properties:

- The underlying application or systems are known in advance and provenance enabled.
- A provenance administrator has administrative privileges for the applications and systems in use.
- Full knowledge of either the data or processes is known in advance.

These assumptions work very well for scientific applications [5, 11, 12, 15, 20] within relational databases

\textsuperscript{2} http://www.spectorsoft.com/
Table 1: Axis to consider for rigorous testing with a provenance benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creation</th>
<th>Graph Properties</th>
<th>Provenance Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Granularity</td>
<td>- Node Size</td>
<td>- Fit for Use (Single Graph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- # Human Users</td>
<td>- Average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Timespan</td>
<td>- Connectivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Method of Capture</td>
<td>- Data:Process ratio</td>
<td>- Workflow Compare (Multi Graph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Convergent/</td>
<td>- Distance from</td>
<td>- Protect Graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divergent Workflow</td>
<td>ideal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[10] and for specific applications [18]. However, the world of large-scale enterprises is much messier. We describe current provenance systems and then highlight the area in which their use is infeasible below.

The provenance community has two styles of testing: actual generated provenance [1, 7, 8, 13, 17] and the scalable but less empirical style presented in this work. In the database world, testing is done very differently, with a benchmarking standard that tests query workload, use cases and scalability [2].

6. Future Work and Conclusions

The choice of capture agent(s) define the nature and structure of the provenance graph. Because graph uses are profoundly impacted by what the graph provides, using diverse capture agents is essential for best coverage. To this end, we have generated three inter-related sets of provenance traces: “Complete”, “App-Based” capture and “Coordination Point” capture. The same set of scenarios exists in each set, but with different views of the provenance information. We have released these datasets through ProvBench’14 to facilitate future analysis on how to mitigate the effects of capture agents on the resulting graphs. Additionally, we have released the PLUS system, containing tools necessary for building capture agents at https://github.com/plus-provenance/plus. Going forward, we advocate creation of a benchmark similar to [2] for the provenance community. Just as the TPC Benchmarks are carefully crafted to test over specific loads in varying axis, such as DB query type and DB content, Table 1 shows the axis to consider while creating a benchmark specific to provenance.
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